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Master An:
Joining To Happy People
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By Nina Grigoreva
It was a woman who laid the foundation of Wing Chun Kung Fu. 300 years ago a
group of monks from the Shaolin Buddhistic Temple where martial arts were being
cultivated and taught, escaping from cruel pursuers, hid in the mountains. One of the
nuns - masters of Kung Fu  trained a native girl. Their names were used to designate
the school and women psychology formed the philosophy of the martial art.
Wing Chun Kung Fu represents the system of self-defense. It characterizes by
fastness, strength, and effectiveness in close distance fighting with an opponent
superior in power, height and armaments. It is a special philosophic system that stands
out against cruelty and greed as the spring of matriarchy and humaneness and should
be respectfully followed.
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The followers of this school
can also be found in Ufa. The
school is distinguished from
other schools teaching martial
arts by the unique chance of
acquiring knowledge from the
original source.
Exams and trainings are held
by Master Huynh Ngoc An,
native representative of this
school, the Vietnamese living in
Moscow.
At his classes he points out
that Wing Chun Kung Fu
techniques trace their roots back
to the world of wildlife that
includes flexibility of a snake and
a leopard corresponding to the
delicate woman body. On the
other hand, firmness, quickwittedness, courage, intelligence,
humaneness are the fundamental
principles. Master possesses all
these features that helped him to
get the highest title. In his 53 he
is young-looking, brisk and
energetic.
The founders of the school developed the special system of training both physical
and mental that allows to control ones internal energy through breathing exercises.
Significant changes can be noticed as early as training starts. The school accept
ordinary people. Big muscles is not everything. Breathing exercises improve health
and immunity. Unlike hard warm-ups breathing exercises do not seem difficult. But
this easiness is illusive. Breathing exercises should be performed under the guidance
of an experienced teacher. Such teachers can be found in Ufa. Master An has shared
his knowledge with them. And there are a lot young strong people whom they can
train. The scholl helps them to become self-confident, healthy, kind and good-looking.
This process requires self-discipline and time. But a learner is joining to happy people.
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